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1 Introduction 

Cancer is a group of diseases where endogenous cells start uncontrolled 
proliferation and spread which can threat almost any part of the body. The 
growth can invade surrounding tissues and metastasize to distant sites. 
Cancer strikes all people, young or old, man or woman, rich or poor. 
According to the American Cancer Society, 7.6 million people died from 
cancer in the world during 2007, making it a leading cause of death 
worldwide (American Cancer Society, 2007). The World Health 
Organization predicts the number of deaths from cancer to rise, and reach 
about 12 million in year 2030 (World Health Organization, 2009). 
Fortunately, a significant proportion of cancers can be cured, or at least the 
suffering of the patient can be reduced, especially if the diagnose is set early. 
The three main treatment options are surgery, chemotherapy, and 
radiotherapy. About 30% of the cured patients are treated with radiotherapy, 
and more than half of all patients are given radiotherapy at some stage of 
their treatment. The fundamental goal of all curative cancer treatment is to 
stop further reproduction of the tumor cells by removing, killing or 
sterilizing them, with as low collateral damage as possible on healthy tissue. 

1.1 Dose response of living tissues 
When irradiating living tissue with ionizing radiation, energy is imparted 
into the tissue through ionizations, excitations and other energy transferring 
events. Absorbed dose is defined in ICRU Report 60 (1998) as the mean 
energy imparted per mass of the medium. The ionizations may break the 
molecular bindings between atoms in the exposed molecules, either directly 
or through the free radicals that are produced when the ionizing radiation 
interacts with atoms or molecules in the cell, especially water, and which 
themselves are able to break molecular bindings. The crucial information for 
a cells functioning and ability to reproduce itself is contained in the DNA 
molecules in the cell nucleus, and if some molecular bindings of the DNA 
are broken, the life and reproduction of the cell becomes threatened. 
However, the DNA of living cells has constantly been suffering from 
damages since life began by thermal processes, exposure to radiation, 
metabolic radicals, etc. Hence, very efficient mechanisms have evolved in 
the cells to repair broken DNA-structures. Sometimes, though, the repair 
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fails and the cell can lose the ability to reproduce itself, or more rarely get 
mutated with changed functionality, or even start an uncontrolled 
reproduction, i.e. become cancerous. A cells’ ability to repair damaged DNA 
is dependent on which phase of the cell-cycle it is in when the damage 
occurs. The most sensitive phases are the phase after the cell has duplicated 
its DNA and is preparing for division, and during the actual cell-division, 
making cells which divide often more sensitive to radiation. Tumor cells are 
generally less able to repair broken DNA-structures than healthy tissue. This 
results in a therapeutic window in dose level which can be used to sterilize 
the tumor cells with limited damage to healthy tissue. To expand the 
therapeutic window, modern radiotherapy techniques aim at concentrating 
the dose to localized targets, while reducing the irradiated volumes and dose 
to surrounding tissues as much as possible. 

The probability of cell damage as a function of delivered dose at high 
doses often follows a sigmoid curve, and the dose response of a certain 
tumor or tissue -type can be quantified by the normalized dose response 
gradient, γ , of this sigmoid curve. The normalized dose response gradient is 
a dimensionless number which describes how much the probability for a 
certain dose response endpoint changes per relative change in the delivered 
dose, i.e. a change of 1% in delivered dose will results in an change of the 
endpoint probability of %γ , at least in the steep quasilinear part of the 
response curve (Brahme, 1984). The treatment window for a tumor can be 
quantified as the difference of the sigmoids for the healthy tissue and the 
tumor. A typical value of γ  would be around 3 but values as high as 5 are 
not unusual. Thus the sigmoid shape of the dose response will enhance the 
effect by any uncertainties in the delivered dose on the outcome of the 
treatment with a factor somewhere between 1 and 5. Therefore a good 
understanding of the dose delivery processes and dedicated quality assurance 
of the used radiation beams is extremely important for providing well 
controlled radiotherapy. 

1.2 Accuracy goals and techniques for dose 
measurements 

The uncertainty of the dose delivered to the patient stems from the 
uncertainties in all steps of the treatment process. According to the ICRU 
Report 24 (1976), the overall uncertainty in radiotherapy dosimetry should 
not exceed 5%, and from the previous section the importance of controlling 
the uncertainties in delivered dose should be clear. The dosimetric chain of 
calibrations starts at a Standard Laboratory where the primary standards for 
dosimetric instruments are maintained. From the primary standard, a user at 
a hospital can calibrate all the instruments to be used in the daily work using 
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a chosen dosimetric protocol (e.g. TRS-398 (Andreo et al., 2000a) or 
AAPM’s TG-51 (Almond et al., 1999)). The total uncertainty of the users 
calibration for the local reference conditions has been estimated in a review 
by Huq and Andreo (2004) to be between 1.3 and 1.5% depending on the 
protocol. The precision of the calibration is however blurred slightly by a 
drift of the machine output from day-to-day. During treatment planning, the 
dose to be delivered is calculated based on CT-scans of the patient, and the 
accuracy of this calculation depends on the beam commissioning accuracy 
and the used dose calculation model. A ultimate goal for dose modeling of 
1.0% was expressed by (Ahnesjö and Aspradakis, 1999), but more likely this 
is in the range of 1 to 3%. Once a treatment is planned and about to be 
delivered, other important factors such as the positioning of the patient, 
tumor motion during treatment, changes in anatomy between treatment 
sessions, etc will contribute to the uncertainty of the delivered dose, 
particularly at the periphery of the target. The whole chain of parameters 
affecting a radiation treatment is complex, and it is evident that all aspects in 
each step must be carefully and continuously reviewed to make treatments 
increasingly accurate and precise. 

An ideal detector would directly read out the energy absorbed locally by 
the irradiated medium. However, the only direct method is calorimetric, 
which is clinically unpractical and has to low spatial resolution for precision 
dosimetry. Instead other methods are used, most commonly smaller detectors 
with a cavity filled with a medium that can be arranged to collect events 
(usually charges) proportional to the energy absorbed from the radiation 
hitting the detector. Unfortunately the materials which can be practically 
used to produce an electrical signal are chemically different from the 
materials in which one want to determine the absorbed dose (normally water 
or tissue equivalent plastics). It is therefore necessary to relate ionizations 
and dose levels in cavities of detector media (air, silicon, etc) placed in a 
phantom, to the dose that would have been absorbed in the phantom medium 
(water, plastics, etc) in absence of the detector. For this purpose, different 
cavity theories have been developed depending on the size of the detector 
cavity compared to the range and presence of different categories of particles 
in the radiation field. Particle interaction properties depend of the particle 
energy; hence knowledge of the particle energy spectrum is crucial for the 
possibility to apply such cavity theories. A full mapping of the particle 
interactions and transport processes leading to dose absorption and detector 
signals requires very detailed transport calculations. Such calculations can be 
performed in deterministic manner by solving the transport equations, but it 
has been shown that it is more efficient to use means of Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulations where repeated random sampling is used to compute the results 
(Bielajew, 2001). However, MC simulations can be very lengthy and 
therefore not practical to apply directly in clinical routine. 
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There are several different detectors used in radiotherapy dosimetry, and 
among the most common are Ionization Chambers (IC) and solid-state 
detectors (diodes with a pn-junction) that collect charge from ionizations and 
the electron-hole charge carrier creations, respectively. Silicon is the most 
commonly used diode material since it is inexpensive, has a relatively low 
atomic number, and favorable semiconductor properties. Due to their small 
physical size, high electrical signal, no need for external bias, and a fast 
response, silicon diodes are in many cases advantageous over ionization 
chambers. The main limitation of semiconductor detectors is their high 
sensitivity to low energy photons that in photon beams makes the response 
dependant on the beam quality, the collimator settings, and position of the 
point of measurement. Traditionally this problem has been addressed by 
designing diodes to contain a shielding filter of high atomic number, high 
density material to absorb some the low-energy photons. The detailed effects 
of the shielding on the diode response are a bit unpredictable and not 
completely investigated. Provided that the response variations could be 
modeled in a fast and reliable way, online corrections could be applied to the 
measured data in the clinic, resulting in more accurate dosimetry in addition 
to all the practical advantages of silicon diodes and at the same time 
eliminating the need for specially designed diodes for use in photon beams. 

1.3 Scope and aim of this thesis 
A vision for the thesis is to explore “Computer Aided Dosimetry” ( V) that 
would enable correction factors for silicon diode measurements to be 
calculated and applied online to compensate for the shortcomings of the 
silicon diode. A possible implementation of this vision is sketched in figure 
1. The aims of the thesis can thus be formulated as: 

 
• Develop a fast and simple method to model spectral variations in an 

irradiated water phantom depending on all relevant factors (I). 
• Investigate the effects from encapsulation and shielding materials in 

silicon diodes (III). 
• Develop a model for detector response modeling for silicon diodes for 

large (II) and small (IV) field which can be used to correct diode 
measurements online in a clinical use. Such a method would eliminate 
the need of shielded diodes for use in photon fields, and thus make 
diodes an attractive option for use in high precision dosimetry of all 
field-apertures. 

The method developed in this work to calculate spectra is a kernel based 
approach where we use fluence pencil kernels, precalculated by MC 
simulations. The spectra generated by this method can then be used in a 
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cavity theory based model of the silicon diode detector response to calculate 
corrections for diode readouts for arbitrary field-apertures, positions and 
beam qualities. 

 

 
Figure 1. A vision of the project is a “Computer Aided Dosimetry” that provides a 
method for online correction of silicon diode measurements for high precision 
dosimetry.  

�Beam quality
�Collimator setting
�PositionMeasured

data

Corrected readoutResponse 
modeling 

Correction
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2 Basics of dosimetry 

Dosimetry is the field of science of how ionizing radiation deposits dose into 
irradiated media, and how to quantify this through measurements and/or 
calculations. This can be done “absolute”, i.e. in units related to energy 
deposition such as Gray (Joule/kg), or “relative” as dose-ratios versus a 
reference setting. The energy imparted by ionizing radiation is strictly the 
difference between the total energy of the particles entering and leaving the 
volume of interest, including the change in total rest mass energy inside the 
volume (ICRU, 1998). The particle fluence, Φ , is defined as the number of 
particles incident on a sphere per its cross-sectional area. The energy 
fluence, Ψ , is similarly defined by substituting the number of particles by 
their energy instead. In practice almost all realistic particle beams are 
polyenergetic imposing use of the fluence and energy fluence differential in 
energy, EΦ  and EΨ , to describe the respective spectra. 

2.1 Energy transfer processes 
For directly ionizing (charged) particles, e.g. electrons (and positrons), the 
energy is transferred to the medium through excitations and ionizations in 
collision events. For indirectly ionizing particles such as photons the energy 
deposition is a two-step process, see figure 2. The first step is the transfer of 
energy to directly ionizing particles through various photon interactions (the 
photo-electric effect, the Compton scattering, pair production etc.). The 
locally transferred energy is referred to as kerma, which is an acronym for 
Kinetic Energy Released per MAss. The kerma is divided into two parts 
depending on the subsequent energy transfer interactions of the electrons: 
collision kerma, Kc, for the energy deposition as primary dose, and radiative 
kerma, Kr, for interactions resulting in new photons (bremsstrahlung and 
annihilation) which can carry the energy away for more distant energy 
depositions. The later constitutes a small portion of the total energy losses; 
e.g. in a 10 MeV photon beam in water about 5% of the energy is transferred 
to Kr. In the second step the charged particles transfer its energy to the 
medium along their slowing down tracks, and the kerma energy will be 
transported away from the point where it was released and deposited as 
primary dose. The distance that the collision kerma energy is transported 
depends on the electron ranges, which is proportional to their energy. In 
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water a typical range is normally less than 1-2 cm for common radiotherapy 
photon beams. 

 
Figure 2. The kinetic energy transferred from the incoming photons to directly 
ionizing particles through a Compton scattering event, a pair production event or 
photoelectric event (not shown) is called kerma. The energy deposited along the 
tracks of the released electrons and positrons gives the primary dose to the irradiated 
medium. Some of the kerma energy is transported by photons further away than the 
range of the electrons/positrons (through bremsstrahlung or annihilation events) 
resulting in a radiative kerma loss. 

2.1.1 Stopping power and dose from electron spectra 
The average rate at which charged particles lose energy per length along 
their tracks is a material specific function of energy called linear stopping-
power, or mass stopping-power when scaled by the density of the absorbing 
medium. This is a macroscopic quantity where all energy depositions by 
electrons are summed. The (total) mass stopping-power is split into two 
types: the collision stopping-power resulting from interactions of charged 
particles with atomic electrons, and the radiative stopping-power, resulting 
from interactions of charged particles yielding bremsstrahlung photons. If 
assumed that these photons escape the volume of interest, and that the 
secondary electrons produced in ionizations are locally absorbed, the 
absorbed dose to the medium can be calculated as 

 

 
max med

med med

0
d

E

E
S

D EΦ ρ= � , (1) 

where E  is the electron energy,  
med
EΦ  is the electron fluence in the 

irradiated medium, and medS ρ  is the collision stopping-power of the 
medium. 
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The assumption that all secondary electrons are absorbed locally does not 
take into account that in reality charged particles will give rise to secondary 
(delta) charged particles that can have enough energy to escape the region of 
interest, and thus the actual energy deposited is less than predicted by the 
collision stopping-power. To deal with this problem, the restricted mass 
collision stopping-power LΔ ρ , is used. By setting a limit Δ  on the energy 
transfer to the secondary particles, delta-particles of higher energy are 
allowed to escape the region of interest. Hence Δ  is related to the size of the 
region of interest corresponding to the range of the charged particles of 
kinetic energy Δ  in the medium. In a MC simulation of fluence spectra 
intended to be used in dose calculation with restricted stopping-power, the 
cutoff energy at which the simulated particles are considered locally 
absorbed needs to be smaller or equal to Δ . The dose depositions as viewed 
by unrestricted and restricted mass collision stopping-powers are sketched in 
figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Schematics of the dose deposition as treated with unrestricted and 
restricted mass collision stopping-powers, respectively. To the left the energy of 
delta rays is included in the unrestricted stopping-power and treated to be locally 
absorbed along the track of the primary electron. To the right the dose deposition is 
shown as treated by the restricted stopping power where delta-ray electrons with 
energy greater than the cut-off energy Δ  are excluded. The approximate range of 
electrons of energy Δ  is indicated by the dash-dot-line. 

2.1.2 Collision kerma and dose from absorbed photons 
In a photon field Charged Particle Equilibrium (CPE) prevail when each 
electron that enters a (small) volume can be matched with an identical 
particle leaving the same volume. As radiative photons mostly escape the 
volume of interest the absorbed dose can under these conditions be 
approximated as the collision kerma 
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max

en

0
d

E

c EK EμΨ
ρ

� �
= � �� �

� �
� , (2) 

where EΨ  is the photon energy fluence spectrum and enμ ρ  is the mass 
attenuation coefficient.  

As already explained, kerma is generally transported away from the 
energy transfer location by the secondary particle. This causes a small shift 
in position of the collision kerma compared to the actual dose. This shift 
depends of the direction distribution of the photons such that more isotropic 
photon fluence gives a smaller resulting difference. Generally, the fluence of 
primary photons will be much more forward oriented than the fluence of 
scattered photons. This combined with the generally shorter range of 
scattered electrons makes the electron transport offset larger for the primary 
dose than for the scatter dose. 

2.2 Radiation detectors 
There are many different detectors used in radiotherapy. The currently most 
important detector for absolute dosimetry in the clinic is Ionization 
Chambers (IC). For relative dosimetry different solid-state detectors and x-
ray films are also used. This work focuses on silicon diodes that due to a 
strong signal per detector volume enable construction of high resolution 
detectors for use in fields with high gradients. With the increased use of 
therapy techniques like Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) and 
Stereotactic RadioSurgery (SRS) such fields are becoming increasingly 
important. Depending on how well small field dosimetry can be mastered 
clinically, they may become more frequently used in mainstream 
radiotherapy to achieve higher treatment precision. 

2.2.1 Ionization chambers  
An IC consists of a cavity filled with gas or liquid between two electrodes, 
normally set to a bias voltage of approximately 200 V. The most commonly 
used cavity medium is air. When an ionizing particle passes through the 
cavity, the created ions and electrons move to the electrodes of their opposite 
polarity, thus creating an ionization current which can be extracted as a 
signal. In this work a commercial RK-chamber by Scanditronix Wellhöfer 
AB was used with a cylindrical air-volume of 0.2 cm radius and 1 cm length 
around a central electrode of 0.05 cm radius and 0.9 cm length, resulting in a 
sensitive volume of 0.12 cm3. The rather large sensitive volume required to 
yield useful signals is a major limitation of the IC, particularly in small fields 
with high-dose gradients and lack of lateral CPE, as it gives rather poor 
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spatial resolution (Bouchard and Seuntjens, 2004; Capote et al., 2004) and 
may also in small fields disturbs the local level of charged particle 
equilibrium. 

2.2.2 Semiconductor detectors 
When ionizing radiation passes through a semiconductor it excites electrons 
that transfer from the valence band to the conduction band of the crystal, 
generating electron-hole pairs. Electrons and holes drift in opposite 
directions due to the intrinsic electric field of the diode, and the charges can 
be collected. Silicon detectors are in many cases advantageous in dosimetry, 
for photons as well as electrons. The short electron range (due to the about 
103 times higher density than air), combined with the almost 10 times lower 
energy per charge pair production in silicon compared to air, results in an 
approximately 18000 times higher signal per volume from silicon diodes, 
enabling the construction of detectors of small physical dimensions. The 
active volume of the detector is effectively the depletion region and one 
diffusion length of the minority carriers (a hole in an n-type semiconductor 
and an electron in a p-type semiconductor) from the edge of the depletion 
region into the base material, see figure 4. In the silicon diodes used in this 
work the silicon disc is about 5 mm thick. The highly n-doped layer is about 
4μm thick and the sensitive region is specified to be 60 μm thick, of which 5 
μm is the depleted region and the rest is made up by the diffusion of charge 
carriers into the base materials on each side. The diameter of the sensitive 
region is 0.2 cm. In addition to small sizes, silicon diodes have a fast 
response, given by the lifetime for charge carriers of about 5 μs. Other 
advantages are that they do not need external bias voltage and are  

 
Figure 4. Schematics of a p-type diode with a narrow, highly doped, n-side. The 
active volume is the depletion region plus one charge carrier diffusion length into 
the base material from the edge of the depletion region. 
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mechanically stable. A problem with silicon diodes is that the crystalline 
structure of the semiconductor material is damaged by the radiation, 
resulting in sensitivity loss, increased leakage and a temperature dependent 
sensitivity. This is handled by pre-irradiation of the diodes so that a certain 
level of damage is introduced, but in practice diodes need to be recalibrated 
regularly and have  a limited life-time (Grusell and Rikner, 1983, 1984; 
Rikner, 1993; Rikner, 1985b, a; Rikner and Grusell, 1985, 1987).  

Another limitation of silicon diodes is their sensitivity to low-energy 
photons. For low energies the energy mass attenuation coefficient for silicon 
reaches magnitudes up to 7 times higher than for water as can be seen in 
figure 5. This is due to the higher atomic number which gives an increased 
cross-section for photoelectric-effect and thus an overestimation of the 
absorbed dose, especially in settings where a large part of the deposited dose 
originates from scattered, low-energy photons, such as large fields at large 
depths. Silicon diodes intended for use in photon beams are commonly 
equipped with shielding of a high atomic number material to partially absorb 
the low energy photons (Rikner and Grusell, 1985). Such shields are the 
result of empirical testing and manufacturing compromises, rather than 
detailed theoretical investigations. It has been shown to cause perturbations 
in small fields due to out-scattering of electrons from the shielding material 
(Griessbach et al., 2005; Scott et al., 2008). With knowledge of the spectra 
at the point of measurement, the alternative explored in this thesis is to 
model the dose response factor for unshielded diodes (”Electron Field 
Diodes”) for correction of the measured signal. 

 
Figure 5. The mass energy absorption coefficient ratio (left scale) and mass 
collision stopping power ratio (right scale) for silicon relative to water. Data from 
http://www.physics.nist.gov. 
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2.3 Special problems in small field dosimetry 
Superposition of small fields is utilized to increase the dose shaping capacity 
in e.g. IMRT and SRS. Unfortunately the dosimetric uncertainties are larger 
compared to large fields and it is a current field of research how to best 
handle these difficulties (Das et al., 2008b; Alfonso et al., 2008; Rosser and 
Bedford, 2009). Generally the main factors which determine if a photon field 
should be considered small, or not, are: 

 
1. if the entire beam source can be viewed from the dose point,  
2. if the secondary electron range in the irradiated medium is of the 

same order as the field size  
3. if the dose gradients provides homogeneous conditions over the 

size of the detector.  

The first factor is governed of the physical size of the source and the 
collimating geometry. As a field is shaped using collimators, there will be a 
limit in field-size for which parts of the source are shaded by the collimator. 
A partly obscured source will result in a penumbra region which is extended 
over the entire field area and thus a lower detector output. The output will be 
differently affected depending on detector location and the FWHM of a 
lateral profile will over-predict the actual field size since a flat region of the 
profile is lacking (Das et al., 2008b). The effect of the source size will 
however be of limited importance for response factor modeling,  

The second factor concerns CPE in the field. When the field size is 
comparable to the electron range in the medium, electrons will escape out of 
the field and CPE will not be established laterally. When CPE does not exist 
the local fluence is sensitive to perturbations by the detector, and the 
spectrum and associated detector response might deviate from reference 
conditions. In section  3.3.4 we will introduce a method to model the 
response from a diode detector under such conditions. 

The third factor is detector size dependent. In large fields averaging over 
the detector volume has to be considered only in penumbra but in a small 
field the penumbra occupies the most of the field area, this averaging will 
result in a reduced output over the whole field area. These effects give rise to 
a broadening of the measured penumbra and a lowering of the output factor. 
Thus measurements in a beam with different detectors will give different 
results (Das et al., 2000; Das et al., 2008a) and a detailed understanding of 
the conditions is needed to correctly evaluate the result.  
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2.4 Cavity theories 
The signal generated by a detector volume is proportional to the absorbed 
dose inside the detector, but our aim is to determine the dose that would be 
deposited to the irradiated medium if the detector was not present. Cavity 
theories aim to describe the ratio of these doses. Cavity theory was initially 
developed for IC:s with is a small, gas filled probe volume. Different 
theories valid for different cavity sizes have been developed, where a 
cavity’s size is determined by the range of the secondary electrons. It should 
be pointed out that it is the range of the charged particles in the cavity’s 
medium that determine if it should be regarded as small or large. The 
concept of cavity size is sketched in figure 6. 

2.4.1 Small cavity theory 
The first cavity theory was proposed by William Bragg in 1910 and starting 
from his ideas, Louis Harold Gray later (Gray, 1936) formulated what is now 
called the Bragg-Gray theory. It states that if the two Bragg-Gray conditions: 

 
1. the thickness of the cavity is small enough compared to the range 

of the incoming radiation so that the particle field is not perturbed 
by the presence of the cavity 

2. the absorbed dose deposited in the cavity can be assumed to come 
only from particles crossing it 

are fulfilled, the range is much larger than the cavity dimension and the 
cavity is regarded as small, see in figure 6. The result of the first condition is 
that the electron fluence in the cavity is the same as the electron fluence in 
the surrounding medium, i.e. cav med=E EΦ Φ . The second condition also 
implies that no secondary electrons are produced inside the cavity and that 
no electrons are stopped within the cavity. Under these conditions the dose 
in the medium, medD  is related to the dose in the detector cavity, cavD  as: 
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where E  is the particle energy,  
med,p
EΦ  is the primary electron fluence in 

the irradiated medium, medS ρ  and cavS ρ  are the unrestricted mass-
collision stopping power in the medium and the cavity, respectively, and 

maxE  is the maximum energy in the electron fluence spectrum. This relation 
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constitutes the Bragg-Gray stopping-power ratio. The unrestricted collision 
stopping-power is used since influence from delta particles is not considered.  

Secondary electrons resulting from hard collisions of electrons in the 
cavity might have sufficient energy to escape the cavity and thereby reduce 
the energy deposited inside it. The Spencer-Attix theory was introduced in 
1955 to take these electrons into account (Spencer and Attix, 1955). The 
theory separates the electrons into “slow” electrons with energies below a 
cutoff energy, Δ , and “fast” electrons with energies above the cutoff. The 
slow electrons are assumed to deposit their energy locally, while the fast 
electrons are considered as part of the fluence spectrum. The dose from the 
fast electrons is calculated using the restricted stopping-power (see section 
 2.1.1 and figure 3) which then compensates for the part of these electrons 
which will leave the volume of interest. The same Bragg-Gray conditions are 
assumed also in the Spencer-Attix theory, but are now applicable to the 
whole electron spectrum, including the secondary electrons. This yield  
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where cavLΔ ρ  is the restricted mass-collision stopping-power of the cavity 
material and med

EΦ  the electron fluence spectrum in the medium. The last 
part of equation (4) is the dose contribution from the “slow” electrons, or the 
Track Ends (T.E.) as they often are called. This was not included in the 
original theory but was introduced in 1978 by Nahum (Nahum, 1978) as: 
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where med
ΔΦ  is the particle (electron) fluence spectrum evaluated for the 

cutoff energy and ( )cavS Δ ρ  is the unrestricted mass-collision stopping-
power at Δ . The dose to medium occupying the same space as the cavity 
under identical irradiation conditions is given by a similar expression using 
the mass-collision stopping-power for the medium. In analogue with the 
Bragg-Gray stopping-power ratio, the Spencer-Attix stopping-power ratio 
hence follows as: 
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where medLΔ ρ  and cavLΔ ρ  are the restricted mass-collision stopping power 
in the medium and the cavity respectively, med

ΔΦ  the electron fluence 
spectrum evaluated at the energy Δ  and ( )medS Δ ρ  and ( )cavS Δ ρ  are 
the unrestricted mass-collision stopping power in the medium and the cavity 
respectively evaluated at Δ . An often used value for Δ  when applying 
Spencer-Attix theory to common IC:s is 10 keV. Both the Bragg-Gray 
theory and the Spencer-Attix theory, which both are valid given that the 
Bragg-Gray conditions are fulfilled, are generally referred to as Small Cavity 
Theories, SCT. 

The Spencer-Attix stopping-power ratios are provided in dosimetric 
protocols such as the IAEA TRS-398, (Andreo et al., 2000b) for reference 
conditions. As discussed in the introduction, it is questionable whether it is 
suitable for dosimetry with more complex radiation delivery techniques or if 
it is necessary to take variations in the stopping-power ratios due to spectral 
variations into account. The variations of the water to air Spencer-Attix 
stopping-power ratios with location in a water phantom are investigated in 
paper  I. Results show a small decrease with depth, with a more pronounced 
effect for smaller fields. For a 210 10 cm×  field the decrease is only 0.3% 
from dose-maximum to 30 cm depth while for a 20.3 0.3 cm×  field the 
decrease was 0.7 % in a 6 MV photon beam ( 20,10TPR 0.68= ). 

The mean path of an electron in a solid-state detector is considerably 
shorter than in an air-cavity, so Spencer-Attix cavity theory is not generally 
valid but can be applied as long as the cavity is small enough, and thereby 
the same conditions as required for IC:s are met. 

 
Figure 6. The dose in a large cavity can be approximated as the collision kerma. A 
cavity is considered small when the dose can be assumed to be deposited entirely by 
the charged particles crossing it, without significantly perturbing their fluence. 
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2.4.2 Large cavity theory 
The extreme opposite of the Bragg-Gray conditions is found when the mean 
free path of photons is large compared to the cavity size, but the range of 
electrons incident on the cavity is small. Under these conditions it is not 
possible for an electron to cross the entire cavity, and electrons entering the 
cavity can are assumed to be matched by electrons leaving it, i.e. CPE is 
established. Then the dose is completely dominated by depositions from 
electrons generated in photon interactions inside the cavity the cavity is 
considered large and the theory of relating dose depositions in the cavity and 
the medium under these conditions is referred to as Large Cavity Theory, 
LCT. The deposited dose can under these conditions be approximated from 
the collision kerma as: 
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where EΨ  is the photon energy fluence spectrum and enμ ρ  is the mass 
attenuation coefficient. Assuming also that the cavity does not disturb the 
photon energy fluence spectrum, i.e. cav med

E EΨ Ψ=  , the relation between 
dose deposited in the irradiated medium and the detector cavity is thus given 
as: 
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With increasing detector medium density and decreasing photon energy the 
large cavity conditions are more likely to be fulfilled and hence of potential 
use for modeling the absorbed dose in solid-state detectors. 
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3 Methods 

The main tool in this work is particle transport calculations with Monte 
Carlo which is summarized in section  3.1. MC simulations in general and for 
geometrical set-ups with large dimension differences in particular, have a 
heavy appetite for CPU. Fortunately it has been possible to perform the 
simulations at computer clusters provided by Uppsala Multidisciplinary 
Center for Advanced Computational Science (UPPMAX). The simulations 
were divided into batches which were run in parallel. MC has been used both 
to create a database of fluence pencil kernels, section 3.2, for calculation of 
correction factors for the response factor modeling, section  3.3 and for 
simulations of radiation beams of various field sizes for comparisons with 
modeling results. In 3.3 is described how the precalculated fluence pencil 
kernels can be used for direct response modeling. 

3.1 Monte Carlo for radiation transport calculations 
The MC technique is a method of using random numbers to obtain an 
approximate solution to a problem through statistical sampling. The problem 
does not have to be stochastic, only formulated so that random numbers can 
be used to simulate it. As the complexity of a problem increases the MC 
technique often becomes advantageous over analytical methods. Particle 
transport is a problem that is well suited for MC simulations. The basic idea 
is to view the history of each particle as a sequence of random free flights 
that end in interaction events where the particle changes direction, loses 
energy and occasionally produces secondary particles. Photon interactions 
can be simulated in detail, but electron interactions are in most cases to 
numerous to be directly simulated within reasonable time, and are instead 
treated with a condensed history technique where several individual 
interactions are grouped together using multiple scattering theory. MC 
simulation of radiation transport has long been applied to many calculation 
problems in radiotherapy, see reviews by e.g. (Andreo, 1991; Bielajew, 
2001; Nahum, 1999; Rodgers, 2007; Chetty et al., 2007).  

The use of MC simulations for detector response modeling is associated 
with special problems. Since the dimension of a detector volume often is 
very small compared to the surrounding phantom, a brute force simulation 
could take impractical amount of CPU time to achieve statistically 
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satisfactory results. Variance Reduction Techniques (VRT’s) can be used to 
make the simulation more efficient and this will be further discussed in 
section 3.2.3. The MC simulations in this work were performed using the 
PENELOPE-2005 package (Baró et al., 1995; Salvat et al., 1997; Salvat et 
al., 2006). The main program controlling the simulations was based on the 
example program “penmain.f” provided with the PENELOPE-2005 package. 
The simulation set-up details are specified in respective paper. The 
PENELOPE-2005 code was modified to enable separate scoring of particles 
according to their different interaction history as shown in figure 7. In 
addition to the fluence pencil kernels, energy deposition pencil kernels were 
scored as energy deposited in each voxel per mass to provide an alternative 
check of the scoring algorithm and comparison of results from the fluence 
pencil kernels.  

MC was also used in deriving the corrections discussed in section 3.3. For 
these simulations phase-space files containing energy, starting-position, 
direction and random seeds for each incident photon to be simulated where 
used. 

 
Figure 7. The fluence pencil kernels are differentiated with respect to interaction 
history into four different categories. The remaining part of the incident photons are 
treated as primary photon fluence. All photons other than the primary photons are 
labeled scatter photons, including bremsstrahlung photons, annihilation photons and 
photons produced in ionizations by primary as well as scatter electrons. All electrons 
inherit the category of the photon from which they are released. 
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3.2 Spectra calculations ( I) 
Fluence pencil kernels are introduced in paper  I as a tool to calculate the 
spectra resulting from irradiation of homogeneous phantoms and needed for 
cavity theory applications. Kernel models have been used for dose 
deposition in dosimetry since 1950’ies (Loevinger, 1956, 1950) and became 
in the 80’ies an important method for treatment planning dose calculations 
(Ahnesjö et al., 1987; Mohan et al., 1986; Boyer and Mok, 1985; Mackie et 
al., 1985). The idea of pencil kernels is to view the local energy deposition 
from a broad beam as a superposition of depositions from the elementary 
(pencil) rays the broad beam can be decomposed into. In a homogenous 
medium, the dose deposition around an pencil beam is spatially invariant and  
hence practical to use as a kernel (for details about energy deposition 
kernels, see (Ahnesjö and Aspradakis, 1999)). The concept of pencil kernels 
is however general and possible to apply to different response quantities, 
such as fluence to enable direct calculation of fluence spectra in an irradiated 
phantom. The source can either be mono-energetic or described by a beam 
output spectrum for a specific machine and collimator setting for a given 
treatment field. 

3.2.1 Fluence pencil kernels 
The fluence pencil kernels are defined in  I as the spatial distribution of 
fluence, resulting from the irradiation of a semi-infinite water slab with a 
point mono-directional beam. The rotational symmetry of the kernels makes 
it convenient to describe them in cylindrical coordinates with radius r and 
depth z from the entrance point of the point mono-directional (direct) mono-
energetic photon beam of energy DE , into the phantom. 

A feature of MC simulations is the possibility to label and follow 
individual particles, thus enabling separate scoring depending on the origin 
of the particle. We have used this feature to differentiate our fluence pencil 
kernels into four different categories (see figure 7) according to a scheme 
following their interaction history, simplified from the one originally 
suggested by (Mackie et al., 1988) for use with energy deposition kernels. 

The first category contains the primary photon fluence which simply is 
what remains of the incident photons after attenuation to depth z. The 
photons scattered from interactions of the primary or other, already 
scattered, particles, are labeled as scattered photons. This latter category also 
includes bremsstrahlung and annihilation photons from any electron/positron 
category. The electrons inherit the category of the photon from the 
interaction in which they are released. Throughout this work photon 
fluencies are expressed as energy fluence, and electron fluencies as particle 
fluence. 
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Figure 8. Scatter photon fluence pencil kernels for selected primary photon and 
scattering energies. Vertical axes show the depth along the incident pencil beam, and 
the horizontal axes the width of the phantom. The energy of the primary photon 
varies between the sheets vertically from 0.55 MeV to 8.55 MeV. Horizontally the 
photon scatter energy varies selected as 10%, 20%, 40%, and 80% of the incident 
photon energy. The isolines show the levels in seven logarithmic steps from 

-14 -1 -21.0 10 MeV cm× ⋅  (blue) to -8 -1 -21.0 10 MeV cm⋅ ⋅  (red). Outside of the blue 
lines there is no fluence of scattered photons.  

 
Figure 9. Scatter electron fluence pencil kernels for corresponding energies as in 
figure 8. The isolines show the levels in seven logarithmic steps from 

-25 -2 -21.0 10 MeV cm× ⋅  (blue) to -16 -2 -21.0 10 MeV cm⋅ ⋅  (red). Outside of the blue 
lines there is no fluence of scattered photons.  
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Differentiating with respect to energy E  of the resulting particles, the 
primary photon energy fluence at ( ),r z  is denoted ( )p ,E r zΨ , the scatter 
photon energy fluence ( )s ,E r zΨ , the primary electron particle fluence 

( )p ,E r zΦ , and the scatter electron particle fluence is denoted ( )s ,E r zΦ . 
Keeping the differentiation with respect to E , and normalizing to the 
incident energy (i.e. Dn E⋅  where n  is the number of incident primary 
photons used in Monte Carlo simulations to create the data) the kernels now 
follow for the different categories as: 
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The notation of the fluence pencil kernels and resulting spectra has been 
modified from paper  I to avoid improper double differentiating of the 
fluence pencil kernels. A selection of fluence pencil kernels are shown in 
figure 8 and figure 9. 

3.2.2 Using fluence pencil kernels to calculate spectra 
With a database of monoenergetic fluence pencil kernels, the resulting 
spectrum from any incident beam spectrum for any field aperture can be 
calculated through superposition of the kernels. This can for homogeneous 
media and parallel beams can be conveniently expressed as convolutions. By 
use of a Cartesian coordinate system so that ( ) ( ), , ,r z x y z→ , the photon 
energy fluence spectrum EΨ  and the charged particle fluence spectrum EΦ  
at ( ), ,x y z  resulting from irradiation with a field aperture A  can be 
calculated as 
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where � �
D

,E x y�  is the incident energy fluence spectrum with the maximum 

energy maxE . By changing the limits in the integral over energy various 

partitions of the spectra can be calculated. 

The total resulting spectra for photons and electrons from two different 

field-sizes of a 6 MV incident spectrum taken from Sheikh-Bagheri and 

Rogers (2002) at three different depths calculated from the database of 

fluence pencil kernels using equations (13) and (14) respectively are shown 

in figure 10. 

 
Figure 10. Spectral variations with field size and depth for a 6 MV photon beam. 
Total photon spectra to the left and total electron spectra to the right.  

3.2.3 Encapsulation and shielding effects in silicon diodes ( III) 

For practical reasons useful detectors consist of more parts than just the 

active material. In an “Electron Field Diode” (EFD) the silicon chip is 

surrounded by layers of plastic and epoxy resin and electrical connectors and 

cables. Commercial “Photon Field Diodes” (PFD) diodes also include a 
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shield where a high atomic number material is used to approximately 
compensate for low energy over-response, see section  2.2.1. The shield 
design is the result of empirical testing and manufacturing compromises, 
rather than detailed theoretical investigations, and can be replaced by a 
response modeling such that EFD:s can is preferable detector also for 
photons (papers  II and  IV). The scope of paper  III was to investigate the 
effects of encapsulation and shielding on the spectra and response factors in 
silicon diodes by means of full MC simulations employing variance 
reduction to save CPU-time. Two techniques were used: correlated sampling 
technique and importance sampling. 

Correlated sampling is suitable for situations where the changes of certain 
quantities (absorbed dose, particle fluence) due to small differences in 
geometry or media composition are of interest. By using similar particle 
trajectories the quantities of interest in both geometries will be strongly 
correlated, and therefore the ratio of the two estimates is expected to have 
smaller uncertainty than the corresponding ratio for uncorrelated 
simulations. To achieve the necessary correlation we used identical random 
number seeds to start the primary particles in each simulation. Correlated 
sampling proved to be very efficient to reduce the variance of the scattered 
photons, but less so for the primary electrons. 

Importance sampling works by using incident particles from a distribution 
that favors the region of interest. To avoid a biased result, a weight has to be 
used for each sample depending on how likely it is for a particle to be 
sampled compared to the original distribution of interest. Importance 
sampling, as implemented in this work, was shown efficient on the primary 
electrons but on the expense of the scattered photon variance. 

The results from the simulations of the unshielded and shielded diode 
encapsulations demonstrate that the encapsulation of an unshielded diode 
disturbed the spectra only slightly, but that the effects on the spectra from 
the shielded diode are larger. The effects on the spectra from the shield 
consisted not only of the desired reduction in low energy scattered photon 
contribution seen, but also of an increase in scattered photons around 
0.511MeV and a large increase in the primary electron contribution. It was 
also shown that the response from a shielded diode is not completely 
independent on the amount of field size dependent scatter. 

3.3 Response modeling of silicon diodes ( II and  IV) 
Cavity theories, as reviewed in section  2.4, provide means to relate the 
absorbed dose in cavities of different media placed in a surrounding 
medium. A silicon diode, with a more dense material, constitutes a much 
larger cavity than an IC, even though it is considerable smaller in physical 
size. The unshielded silicon diodes used in this work have a disc shaped 
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active volume of 0.00019 cm3. The other detector used in this work, a RK-
chamber, has an active air cavity volume of 0.12 cm3. Even though the 
physical dimension of the silicon diode is much smaller, the higher density 
(2.3 g/cm3 in silicon compared to 0.0012 g/cm3 in air) results in an active 
masse of silicon which is 3 times larger than the active mass of air (0.00044 
g of silicon compared to 0.00014 g of air). If we wish to apply cavity theory 
to model the response from silicon diodes, the question is if the active 
volume cavity should be considered small or large. Another question is if the 
theories need to be modified to handle a high density cavity. In paper v II and 
 IV a combination of small and large cavity theory was used to model silicon 
response, and in the following section I summarize the ideas that led to the 
models suggested in these papers. 

3.3.1 Detector response factors 
The normalized detector response is defined as the ratio of the deposited 
dose in the detector volume, to the dose to the reference medium water at the 
detector location (without presence of a detector), normalized to the same 
ratio at a reference position, i.e.: 
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where ( )Si ,D A r  is the dose to a silicon cavity in water (“silicon dose”), and 
( )w ,D A r the dose to a corresponding water cavity surrounded by water 

(“water dose”), for a given field aperture A and position r in the irradiated 
phantom. ( )Si

ref ref,D A r  and ( )w
ref ref,D A r are the silicon dose and the 

water dose respectively at the reference conditions with aperture 
2

ref 10 10 cmA = × field and the reference position rref at 10 cm depth on the 
central axis are the corresponding doses to a water cavity in water. To 
correct a measured value, it should be multiplied with a detector response 
correction factor defined as norm1 RF  for the field and position of interest. 

3.3.2 Cavity theory approach for silicon diodes in equilibrium 
fields ( II) 

Inspired by the theories suggested by Burlin (1966) and Yin et. al. (2004) we 
explored a combination of small and large cavity theory to model the 
response from silicon diodes. Yin et al. (2004) suggested a splitting of the 
dose-contributions into a primary dose part, assuming this part to be 
deposited mainly by particles of high energy (long range) to be treated with 
SCT, and scattered dose, assuming to be deposited mainly by particles of 
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low energy (short range) to be treated with LCT. This resulted in the dose to 
a silicon cavity in water (“silicon dose”) as: 
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where 
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and s
EΨ  is the energy spectrum of scattered photons, and p

EΦ  is the fluence 
spectrum of primary electrons. This separation of particles according to their 
interaction history is possible when the spectra are calculated using MC 
simulations where particles can be labeled and followed through their 
interaction histories (see section  3.1). However, it is clear that for the 
primary spectra, even though the mean energy is higher than for spectra of 
scattered particles, far from all primary particles behaves according to LCT. 
The framework for calculation of resulting spectra, presented in paper  I and 
in section  3.2, provides the freedom to separate primary particles depending 
on the energy of the direct photons by partitioning the primary electron 
spectra according to the energy of the photons it stems from. Thus primary 
dose from low energy photons can be treated with the LCT part of equation 
(16). In paper  II the partition photon energy EA used to separate long and 
short range electrons was found to optimally be set to 5 MeV. It would be 
tempting to treat the scattered photons in the same way, but this is not as 
straight forward to implement within the energy balance framework of 
cavity theories. By looking at the scattered photon spectra it is also clear that 
the contribution of scattered particles with energies above EA is small and a 
partitioning of the scattered photons should not affect the results 
significantly. Therefore all electrons resulting from scattered photons are 
assumed to have short range and treated with LCT and the dose contribution 
from electrons from primary photons of energies less than EA will be treated 
according to LCT while the contribution from primary dose from primary 
photons of energies above EA will be given by the Spencer-Attix theory. The 
scattered dose will be given by the unpartitioned scattered photon spectra 
through LCT. This gives a resulting expression for the dose to a silicon 
cavity in water (“silicon dose”) as: 
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where 
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3.3.3 Corrections to Large Cavity assumptions  
A condition for the application of large cavity theory for the scattered 
photons is that local CPE for their released electrons prevail inside the 
cavity. This assumption is an approximation which magnitude depends on 
the energy of the scattered photons. To correct for this approximation MC 
simulations were performed to compare the actual dose deposited inside the 
silicon disc (see paper  II for details) with the dose analytically calculated as 
collision kerma. This resulted in the correction factor ( )K E  defined as: 
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where Siˆ ( )D E  is the dose deposited in the silicon disc caused by photons of 
energy E (directly or via secondary electrons) of energy fluence EΨ  scored 
in a MC simulation, and Si

enμ ρ  is the mass energy absorption coefficient for 
silicon. The denominator in equation (20) is the silicon collision kerma, 
which in the case of local CPE in the disc will be identical to the deposited 
dose, i.e. LCT applies. In the set-up of the MC simulations to calculate 

( )K E  the dose was averaged over the whole silicon chip since the incoming 
particles were assumed to be multi-directional effectively creating a field in 
which CPE prevails and erases possible boundary effects in the transit from 
water to silicon. In paper  II a parameterization of ( )K E  was published and 
is also shown plotted in figure 11. The low and high energy limits of the 
correction are assumed to approach  
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and 
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respectively, where ( )en w,Siμ  is the ratio of mass-energy attenuation 
coefficients for water and silicon and w,Sis is the water to silicon Bragg-
Gray stopping-power ratio. The correction can now be inserted into (18) to 
yield a more accurate description of the dose to the silicon chip as: 
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where ( )SiT.E.  is as previously given in equation (19). 
To be able to calculate the detector response as defined in equation (15) 

one need to formulate the dose to water in terms consistent with the 
formulation of the silicon dose to avoid introducing any systematic bias. 

In analog with the correction ( )K E  as defined in (20), it can be deduced 
that the corresponding correction in water is unity. This gives us the 
expression for dose to water as: 
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where 
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The expressions in (23) and (24) can be inserted into (15) to obtain the 
detector response factor. In paper  IV we have denoted this model as the 
Equilibrium Field Model, EFM. 
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Figure 11. The results from the MC simulations of ( )Si Eκ  calculated as the dose 
from mono-energetic photons and their secondary electrons scored inside a silicon 
disc at 10cm depth in a water phantom divided by the corresponding water dose for 
four field sizes (points), and the parameterization of ( )Si Eκ . Included is also the 
parameterization of ( )K E . The water-to-silicon energy absorption coefficient ratio 
divided by the water-to-silicon collision stopping power ratio is also shown, as both 

( )Si Eκ  and ( )K E  should approach that for an ideal Bragg-Gray cavity. The points 
from the Monte Carlo simulation have been slightly moved laterally to avoid that the 
uncertainty-bars are placed on top of each other. 

3.3.4 Cavity theory for silicon diodes in non-equilibrium fields 
( IV) 

In the EFM, designed under the assumption that CPE always exists in the 
medium, we treat primary photons of energies below EA and scattered 
photons equally. However, the direction distribution of the photons is 
different depending on their scattering history and this affects the 
establishing of CPE in the spectra for the different dose-components of 
equation (23). The primary photons will essentially be directed along the 
beam axis. When the field size is comparable to the electron range in the 
medium, primary electrons will escape out of the field resulting in a lack of 
lateral electron equilibrium.  

In the upper edge of the silicon chip, where the sensitive region of the 
diode is found, there will be a transient region where scattered electrons are 
backscattered in the shift from water (low Z material) to silicon (high Z 
material). This means that the electron fluence in the water upstream of the 
chip will be slightly increased, and some of this increased fluence will leak 
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back into the sensitive region of the silicon diode to raise the dose. In the 
middle of the chip the equilibrium of absorbed dose to silicon, med Si

enΨ μ ρ , 
is achieved while in the lower part of the silicon disc the new shift from high 
Z to low Z material will lead to a reduction of scattered electrons since more 
electrons pass through the water than are reflected back. For higher photon 
energies the dose in the silicon chip will be more evenly distributed as the 
electrons are more penetrating. The dose distribution through the silicon disc 
is shown in figure 12. The fluence of scattered photons is multi-directional, 
and these photons can be assumed to create a field in which CPE is 
established, Therefore it is likely to assume that the dose from the scattered 
particles will be best approximated with the dose averaged over the whole 
silicon disc, as for the total fluence in the case of ( )K E  (see section  3.3.3). 

To generalize the EFM model to consider the effects summarized above, 
the correction ( )K E  needs to be extended to include a field-aperture 
dependence and split into two factors; one for the primary photon spectra 
denoted Si,p ( , )K A E , and one factor for the scattered photon spectra, 

Si,s ( , )K A E , which will be identical to the original factor ( )K E . In analogue 
with equation (20), the definition for Si,p ( , )K A E  results in (see paper  IV for 
a derivation): 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )Si,p w,p Si, ,K A E CPE A E Eκ= ⋅ , (26) 

where the factor ( )w,p ,CPE A E  is the charged particle equilibrium factor in 
water as a function of field-aperture and photon energy. The new factor 

( )Si Eκ  is given as: 
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where Si,pˆ ( , )D A E  is the dose deposited in the silicon disc caused by a field 
of photons of aperture A of energy E (directly or via secondary electrons, but 
excluding scattered photons) of energy fluence EΨ , w,pˆ ( , )D A E  is the 
corresponding dose to water. In the definition of Si,p ( , )K A E , the field-
aperture dependence is only found in ( )w,p ,CPE A E  while ( )Si Eκ  is only 
energy dependent. When ( )Si Eκ  was determined it was calculated for 
different field-sizes, but the results showed no field-size dependence. For 
this reason the field aperture is left on the right hand side of equation (26) 
but not transferred to the left hand side. 

In this work ( )w,p ,CPE A E  is determined using the dose pencil kernels as 
the ratio of the primary dose for the actual conditions to the primary dose at 
the same location for a large field of equal fluence. To be precise, 

( )w,p ,CPE A E  is also dependent on the depth in water, however this 
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dependence was found to not affect the end result and is therefore not further 
included in the calculations. ( )Si Eκ  can be calculated with similar MC 
simulation as ( )K E . To resolve the transient region in the silicon disc, a 
geometry where the dose is scored in smaller sub-volumes is needed. The 
results of the MC simulations were used to create a parameterization of 

( )Si Eκ that is plotted in figure 11. The silicon dose now follows as: 
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where ( )SiT.E.  is as previously given in equation (19). 
As for the EFM the dose to water needs to be calculated in analogue to 

the dose in silicon to be able to calculate the detector response as defined in 
equation (15). The correction factors for the water dose that correspond to 

Si,p ( , )K A E  and Si,s ( )K E  can be deducted from (26) with the result that 
only ( )w ,CPE A E  remains for the factor for the primary photons and only 
unity for the factor for the scattered component (compare with the correction 
for water in EFM). This gives us the expression for dose to water as: 
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where ( )wT.E.  is as previously given in equation (25). The expressions in 
(28) and (29) can be inserted into (15) to obtain the detector response factor 
according to what we denote the Generalized Field Model, GFM.  

The GFM produces silicon response factors which will be similar to the 
responses produced by EFM when equilibrium conditions exist. In fields 
where CPE breaks down, however, the GFM predicts a small increase in 
response. The results from paper  IV show a slight increase in response for 
fields smaller than a square field-side of 2 cm in the order of about 1%, 
although for these field sizes, volume averaging of gradients over the 
detector volume seems to be more important. The suggested GFM is to be 
considered valid to give reliable silicon response factors in homogenous 
water for all photon field-apertures. 
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Figure 12. Depth doses through the silicon disc for a 21 1 cm�  field at three 
energies: 0.1 MeV, 1 MeV and 10 MeV. Blue solid lines indicate the equilibrium 
dose in water and red solid lines the equilibrium dose in silicon, calculated either 
through Large Cavity Theory (LCT, thick lines) or Small Cavity Theory (SCT, 
narrow lines). Dashed lines show the equilibrium dose multiplied with the CPE. The 
grey area shows the silicon disc and the dashed bin shows the active volume scoring 
bin for the � �Si E�  simulations. The arrow indicates the direction of the incoming 
photons. 
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4 Conclusions and outlook 

The models presented in this thesis for calculations of spectra, stopping 
power ratios, and detector responses, demonstrates how “Computer Aided 
Dosimetry” can be applied to compensate for the shortcomings of a practical 
dosimeter like a silicon diode. A method for modeling the detector response 
in silicon diodes from spectra has been developed for large photon fields and 
generalized to small fields. The method can be implemented with fast 
calculations and suitable to include into the routines of a radiotherapy clinic. 
By applying the corrections to diode readouts the deviations of the diode 
measurement compared to measurement with a RK-ionization chamber can 
be reduced. Best agreements were achieved when the ionization chamber 
data was corrected for the material difference of the air-cavity compared to 
the water phantom material, indicating another application of Computer 
Aided Dosimetry. The results presented in this work reduces the mean 
deviation for use of unshielded silicon diodes over all depths beyond the 
build-up to less than 0.5%, except for the very small fields where the 
uncertainty cannot be proved to be better than of the order of 1-2%. The 
deviation seen in response factors for the smallest fields predicted by the 
model and achieved by full Monte Carlo simulation ( IV) is probably related 
to volume averaging effects over the scoring volume. 

The question of how to optimally implement the method into clinical 
routines can be further discussed. Would it be preferable to have it as 
sketched in figure 1, or would it be better to integrate the correction 
calculations into a treatment planning system? The inclusion of the silicon 
response modeling will most likely not change the current clinical routines 
dramatically. The corrections are small compared to the general shapes of 
measured dose profiles. If the model is applied incorrectly, e.g. by 
calculating response factors for a different field-size than for which the 
measurement is performed, such errors should be detectable by e.g. visual 
inspection.  

The angular dependence of the diode response has not been investigated 
in this work. This would be of particular interest for IMRT-dosimetry where 
one often irradiates a phantom with multidirectional beams for verification 
purposes. In the presented framework spectra are not differentiated with 
respect to angle causing the angular variations to be inherent into the 
correction functions The correction factors for the scattered part in the 
response modeling should not be affected since it already is constructed on 
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the averaged dose in a silicon chip under the assumption that the direction 
distribution of the scattered radiation is multidirectional. The correction for 
the primary part, however, is probably significantly affected since the dose 
deposited in the sensitive region of the silicon chip will dependent on the 
direction of the primary photons. Further MC simulations should reveal to 
which extent this would affect ( )Si Eκ  and its parameterization. Another 
generalization of the model would be to extend it to other media than water 
to support e.g. common phantom material such as PolyMethylMethAcrylate 
(PMMA). 

Conclusions drawn from the present work can be directly applied to 
improve the design of silicon diode detectors. The transient region in the 
silicon disc, as been investigated in  IV, indicates that it would be more 
appropriate to put the sensitive region of the diode in the middle of the disc, 
by e.g. applying an extra silicon layer on top of the pn-junction. This would 
make the reading from the diode more representative of the averaged dose in 
the disc. From  III it can be concluded that as long as the encapsulations in 
the diode are made from plastics with densities close to water, the effect on 
the fluence by the detector is not very large. However, effects from the filter 
material in the shielded diode on the spectra significantly indicate that a 
proper response modeling and correction of an unshielded diode can yield 
more reliable results. Used in this way, the silicon diode should continue to 
play an important role in therapeutic radiation dosimetry. 
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5 Summary in Swedish 

Strålterapi utgör en viktig del av den behandling som finns tillgänglig för 
cancerpatienter. Cirka 30% av alla botade patienter har strålbehandlats, och 
hälften av alla cancerpatienter genomgår strålterapi som någon form, inte 
minst som smärtlindring. Den joniserande strålning man använder orsakar 
skador på DNA-molekylerna i tumörcellerna så att dessa dör eller förlorar 
förmågan att reproducera sig. Det finns många typer av joniserande strålning 
som kan tillämpas inom strålterapi. I det här arbetet studeras fotonstrålar, 
vilket är den mest använda stråltypen. Fotonerna skapas genom att elektroner 
från en linjäraccelerator bromsas i ett material med högt atomnummer. 
Resultatet blir en stråle som innehåller fotoner av alla energier upp till de 
ursprungliga elektronernas energi. För att genomföra en lyckad behandling 
med minsta möjliga biverkningar är det avgörande att kunna maximera 
dosen till en målvolym runt tumören samtidigt som man minimerar dosen till 
den omkringliggande friska vävnaden. För att uppnå det är det avgörande att 
ha god kontroll över strålfälten som man behandlar med och med stor 
noggrannhet avgöra var, och hur mycket, dos som strålningen avsätter. För 
att koncentrera dosen till målvolymen kan man använda tekniker där man 
bygger upp strålfältet med hjälp av många små fält. I ett traditionellt 
fotonfält bildas det en dosplatå i mitten av fältet. I en volym där en elektron 
som lämnar volymen ersätts av en elektron utifrån volymen säger man att det 
finns elektronjämvikt och det är vad som uppstår i mitten av fältet. I fält 
kanterna, å andra sidan, ersätts inte elektroner som lämnar fältet av 
elektroner utifrån, det bildas inte jämvikt och det leder till ett område där 
dosen där dosen avtar för att så bli noll. Kanteffekterna benämns penumbra 
(”skugga”). När ett fält blir så litet att elektronernas räckvidd är i samma 
storleksordning som fältets storlek bildas det inte någon platå i fältets 
centrala delar, hela fältet består av penumbra. 

Dosimetri utgör läran om hur strålning tränger in i olika media, avsätter 
energi som stråldos, och hur man kan mäta stråldosen. Formellt definieras 
dos som lokalt absorberad energi per massa, och anges i enheten Gray 
(Joule/kg). En normal strålbehandlingsdos utgör 2Gy vilket motsvarar 
0,0006 graders uppvärmning, dvs. väldigt små energimängder. Att kunna 
utföra dosimetriska mätningar med tillräcklig noggrannhet utgör en mycket 
viktig del av klinikarbetet för att ge bra strålbehandlingar. Ofta utförs 
mätningarna i vatten som referensmedium eftersom det är ett material som 
har väldigt liknande egenskapar som vävnad och eftersom det är lätt att flytta 
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runt en detektor och mäta på olika positioner i en behållare fylld med vatten. 
En typ av dosimeter som är mycket frekvent använd är jonkammare. Dessa 
består av en liten sond med en kavitet, vanligen fylld med luft, över vilken 
man lägger en elektrisk spänning för att kunna samla in de frigjorda 
laddningarna när kammaren bestrålas. Det största problemet med 
jonkammare är att de inte ger så hög signal per volymsenhet och att det 
därmed är svårt att göra dem tillräckligt små för att kunna användas i små 
fält. En annan nackdel är att de kräver en hög yttre spänning. 

I det här arbetet studeras en typ av dosimeter baserat på dioder av kisel. 
De har fördelar jämfört med jonkammare då de ger högre signal per 
volymsenhet och inte kräver någon yttre spänning. De har också snabb 
responstid. Precis som i solceller använder kisels halvledande egenskaper för 
att mäta mängden av frigjorda laddningar. Kisel har dock högre 
atomnummer än vatten vilket innebär att den joniserande strålningen beter 
sig annorlunda i kisel jämfört med vatten. Den mest framträdande skillnaden 
är att fotoner har högre sannolikhet att absorberas av en atom genom 
fotoelektrisk effekt och därmed avge en fotoelektron. Den förhöjda 
sannolikheten gör att den energi som deponeras som följd av lågenergetiska 
fotoners växelverkningar är större i kisel än den skulle ha varit i vatten. 
Relationen mellan dosen i kisel och i vatten kommer med andra ord inte vara 
linjär. Traditionellt har man angripit problemet genom att bygga in en skärm 
av ett material med högt atomnummer runt själva dioddelen av detektorn. 
Med en modell för att beräkna relationen mellan dosen i kisel och dosen i 
vatten så behövs inga sådana skärmar. Istället skulle man tjäna på att ha en 
så avskalad diod som möjligt för att i minsta möjliga mån störa 
partikelflödet. Hur övriga komponenter i en kiseldiod påverkar partikelflödet 
undersöktes i  III, både för en diod med en skärm av wolfram och för en diod 
utan skärmning. 

För att bestämma dosen till vatten utifrån en mätning med en detektor 
måste den energi som deponerats i detektorn relateras till den energi som 
skulle ha deponerats i det bestrålade materialet vid detektorns plats om den 
inte hade funnits där. Kavitetsteorier beskriver energirelationer mellan vad 
som absorberas i en detektorkavitet och det omgivande mediet och har länge 
använts för att relatera dos i en jonkammare (d.v.s. luft) till dos i mediet. I 
det här arbetet presenteras en ny kombination av existerande teorier för att 
kunna relatera dosen i kisel till dosen i vatten. Två modeller presenteras. 
Först en för strålfält där de laddade partiklarna uppnår jämvikt ( II) och sedan 
en generalisering av denna som gäller även när jämvikt inte är etablerad 
( IV). Dosen kommer bero helt och hållet på hur flödet av joniserade partiklar 
av olika typer och vilken energifördelning dessa partiklar har. Att kunna 
förutbestämma dosen förutsätter därmed en god förståelse för hur 
partikelflöden och energifördelningar ser ut i det bestrålade materialet. Dessa 
kommer variera med partikeltyp och ursprunglig energifördelning på den 
använda strålning, formen på strålfältet, samt positionen för mätningen. För 
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att beräkna hur dessa flöden ser ut behöver man förstå partikeltransporten för 
samtliga infallande partiklar och de sekundära partiklar som dessa ger 
upphov till genom aktuella geometrier. Ett sätt att göra det är att använda sig 
av Monte Carlo simuleringar. Då bygger man upp en datormodell av önskad 
geometri och slumpar sen fram partikeltransporten från givna 
sannolikhetsfördelningar över olika växelverkningar. Även om detta är 
mycket mer effektivt än att lösa problemet analytiskt så tar sådana 
simuleringar mycket tid. Därför används här en metod där man beräknar 
fram flödet från monoenergetiska punktkällor vilka sedan kan superponeras 
för att bygga upp önskad fältform. Dessa kallas i arbetet för ”pencil fluence 
kernels” vilket kan översättas med ”flödeskärnor”. I arbetet med papper  I 
beräknades en databas med flödeskärnor för energier mellan 0.05 och 20 
MeV. Superposition av flödeskärnor är en väldigt tidseffektiv metod som 
möjliggör beräknandet av flöden i en önskad punkt i stort sett momentant. 
Direktsimulering kräver annars dagar av datorberäkningar för att ta fram 
flödet från en given fältform i en enda punkt.  

Med en så snabb metod att beräkna flödet, och en modell som relaterar 
dosen i kisel till dosen i vatten så blir det möjligt att korrigera 
kiseldiodmätningar direkt medan man utför mätningen på en klinik. Man kan 
tänka sig att man inkluderar en korrektion i den mjukvara som idag används 
för rutinmätningar med dioder. Inom ramen för det här arbetet har en sådan 
metod patenterats ( V). 
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